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LEADING DESIGNER, 
DISTRIBUTOR & SUPPLIER
Established in 1967, over the last 50 years Pet Brands has proven itself as a leading designer, distributor and supplier of 
pet accessories and food in both the UK and global export market. In addition to our private label products and our 
exclusive licenses with well-known brands such as Hello Kitty, RAC and Me to You, Pet Brands is also committed to the 
innovative and adventurous development of our own Pet Brands ranges. 

Working closely with our manufacturing partners, Pet Brands has relied on the expertise and dedication of our 
employees, the creativity and imagination of our product development team and the loyalty and enthusiasm of our 
customers to create a long-lasting business which is leading the way in the global pet market. Pet Brands’ vision is to 
soon become the number one partner for innovative, quality pet accessories and treats worldwide; a goal we are well on 
our way to achieving. 

1967

Our dedicated Customer Service team 
is on hand 8am-5pm, Monday to Friday, 
at the methods below to answer any 
questions or queries and help you get 
to know our extensive ranges of pet 
accessories and treats. 

08714 722 324 / sales@petbrands.com

 CUSTOMER
SERVICE

PRIORITIES

FASTEST
GROWING 

PET
COMPANYUK’S

As the UK’s fastest growing pet company 
we at Pet Brands strive to continue our 
success by continuously growing our 
consumer base and pushing the pet 
accessory industry forward in new and 
exciting directions. Already distributing to 
over 55 countries worldwide, Pet Brands is 
focused on providing pets and their 
owners all over the world with the highest 
quality at the best price. 

At Pet Brands we particularly pride ourselves on our dedication to the entire product development process, made 
possible through our ability to design, develop, manufacture and distribute our own products. Working side-by-side, 
our private label design team strives to create bespoke products which complement a brand’s existing ranges and 
appeal to their distinct customer base, while our own brand team pushes the same company ingenuity into 
developing inventive new products to drive the global pet market forwards. Through extensive processes of 
assessing market research and industry trends, the development teams are able to create comprehensive product 
proposals which are tailored to specific brand identities and customer needs whilst providing unique product 
specifications. As a leading designer, we are invested in protecting the creativity of our products and brands 
through patents, registered trademarks and design rights. 

QUALITY
Pet Brands’ close partnership with our factories 
worldwide and dedication to rigorous quality 
assurance testing means customers can buy 
from us with the confidence that our products 
are at the highest quality and safety standards. 
In addition to general safety assurances, our 
products are also tested through play with pets 
and practical use to ensure they withstand the 
demands of everyday handling, for example by 
ensuring our beds and clothing are wash and 
shrink tested. 

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
 

We maximise our pet industry expertise 
to ensure we continue to be the partner 

of choice

We only deliver world class products that meet 
or exceed customer expectations

We commit to delivering quality assurance

We promise to provide an efficient service
 and deliver consistently

We take pride in everything we do

We value and respect our worldwide team

We are passionate about pets
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PARTNERSHIP
with our customers

DESIGN
of up to the 
minute trends

INNOVATION
of products and 
services

VALUE
that is unachievable 
by our competitors

PRODUCT QUALITY
that is ethically 
sourced with industry 
recognised standards

FLEXIBLITY
to all our customer 
requirements

SERVICE
from product 
development
to in-store delivery

To provide pet treats and 
accessories that exceeds
customer expectations.

OUR
MISSIONS

To empower people to
have a stronger relationship 
with their pets through high 
quality care, train and play 

accessories and treats.
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Our RAC pet travel range is revolutionising the way 
we travel with our pets; ensuring maximum safety 
for dog and cat loving motorists. We have worked 
closely with RAC to ensure strict product quality and 
unique design features across our full range at an 
affordable price. Each product within the range has 
been tailored with safety at the forefront as well as 
long lasting, easy to use and of great quality.

The range includes both in car travel and walking 
harnesses developed to ergonomically fit your pet 
to ensure comfort as well as protection. Designed 
for convenience the ranges includes crates, car 
guards, fleece-lined coat & machine washable in-car 
protectors to protect your car-upholstery. With the 
crackdown on legislation dictating the way in which 
your pet can safely travel in the car, our RAC range 
remains an ever prevalent solution to pets in transit 
safety.
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IN-CAR HARNESS SEATBELT 
CONNECTOR STRAP

• Fits most car seat belt 
receptacles

• Keeps dogs secure in the vehicle
• Strong Nylon construction
• Adjustable length to best fit 

your dogs size and provide a 
comfortable riding position

3

RETRACTABLE LEAD

• Strong Nylon tape retractable 
lead

• Anti tangle design
• Ergonomic grip handle

PET CARRIER

This high quality pet carrier allows pets to be 
safely transported, including a clip on bowl 
for a snack or quick drink.

• Suitable for cats and dogs
• Lightweight
• Well ventilated
• Easy to clean
• Comes flat packed with a clip on bowl

FABRIC PET CARRIER

• Ideal for indoor, outdoor and travel use
• Simple to set up and fold down
• No tools required
• Carry handles

RACPB48S - 51 x 33 x 31cm

M - 61 x 40 x 41cm RACPB49

L - 75 x 51.5 x 51cm RACPB50

RACPB85S - 16.9 x 11.7 x 3.7cm

M - 19 x 13.1 x 3.8cm RACPB86

L - 20.8 x 14.4 x 4.6cm RACPB87

RACPB22M - 49 x 32 x 32cm

L - 57 x 38 x 38cm RACPB23

TRAVEL WATER BOTTLE

This travel water bottle is perfect 
for long walks, your dog can have a 
quick drink whilst on the go.

• 0.5 Litre capacity
• Optional storage clip included

RACPB18

FOOD/TREATS HOLDER

Perfect for carrying treats on walks 
or for dog training. Can attach to 
belt via a clip and features a velcro 
lead attachment.

RACPB44

PET I.D TAG

• Includes ring for easy 
attachment to your pets collar

• Contact details can be written 
inside

RACPB35

CAR HARNESS

• Padded chest for comfort
• Soft nylon pad for optimal comfort
• Larger surface area helps to 

spread the mass of the dog in case 
of emergency/sudden stops

• Fully adjustable strap, allows for 
comfortable seating and standing

• Can double up as a reliable 
walking harness

RACPB12S - 20 x 12 x 3cm

M - 22 x 15 x 4cm RACPB13.

L - 26 x 15 x 4cm RACPB14

XL - 30 x 15 x 4cm RACPB15

TENNIS BALL LAUNCHER

This sling toy is ideal for outdoor 
interaction. Keep your hands clean 
whilst playing fetch.

RACPB4561 x 13 x 7cm

40 - 60cm 

26 x 7.5 x 6cm

2.8 x 1.1cm 9 x 13cm

RACPB103
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METAL FOLD FLAT CRATE WITH 
PLASTIC TRAY

• Made of durable steel alloy
• Powder coated with a rust resistant 

finish
• Easy to assemble without tools
• Incorporating a removable plastic 

floor tray enabling easy cleaning

RACPB51S - 61 x 46 x 48cm

M - 76 x 48 x 53cm RACPB52

L - 91 x 58 x 64cm RACPB53

METAL SAFETY PEN

• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use
• Pen comes fully assembled, no tools 

required
• Folds away for easy storage and 

transport
• Two bolt-latches on the access door 

for maximum safety and security
• Easily connects with another identical 

pen to increase the size

RACPB72S - (61 x 61cm) x 8 panels

M - (61 x 76cm) x 8 panels RACPB73

L - (61 x 91cm) x 8 panels RACPB74

FRONT SEAT DOG GUARD

This front seat dog guard is great for 
transporting your pooch in the car, 
ensuring the safety of everyone.

• Made from high quality steel alloy
• Powder coated with a rust resistant 

paint
• Prevents distraction to the driver
• Easily installed, no tools required

RACPB10

MESH DOG GUARD

• Boundary divider to restrict 
movement of dogs in vehicles

• Made from durable steel alloy 
coated with non-toxic paint

• Easily installed, no tools required
• Suitable for most 3 and 5 door 

vehicles - estates, hatchbacks and 
small vans

RACPB20

CARGO GUARD

• Helps restrain the dog
• Reduces driver distraction
• Fully adjustable
• Made from durable steel alloy
• Coated with non-toxic paint

RACPB8Regular: Adjustable width: 86-142cm 
Adjustable height: 63-109cm

RACPB9Jumbo: Adjustable width: 100-167cm 
Adjustable height: 76-127cm

WINDOW VENT GUARD

This RAC window vent guard is great for 
travelling, enabling you to allow fresh air 
in the car at the same time as ensuring 
your pets safety.

• Made with high quality plastic
• Adjustable to fit a variety of window 

sizes
• Easy to install

RACPB17 

Width: 30. 5cm
Adjustable height: 99 - 122cm

Adjustable width: 106 - 145cm
Adjustable height:  95 - 130cm

24.3 x 12cm

REAR CAR SEAT COVER

140 x 100cm

• Keeps seats clean
• Velcro slots allows seat belt access
• Made from strong, heavy duty nylon
• Easy to install

RACPB42
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ADVANCED SEAT COVER

• Non-slip rubber backing
• Hard wearing carpet material
• Machine washable
• Leak proof

RACPB90126 x 42.5cm

ADVANCED BOOT BED WITH 
BUMPER PROTECTOR

• Padded walls for comfort
• Water resistant and leak 

proof
• Easily wiped clean
• Attached pull down flap 

protects the car bumper

RACPB92

ADVANCED BOOT PROTECTOR

• ˃Non-slip rubber backing
• ˃Hard wearing material
• ˃Machine washable for ease
• ˃Leak proof rubber backing     

˃to protect car upholstery

RACPB91

85 x 65cm

134 x 90cm

ADVANCED BOOT PROTECTOR

• Protects your car’s boot and bumper 
from scratches, scrapes and other 
damage

• 3 sections
• Machine washable
• Heavy duty nylon

RACPB3266 x 82cm // 115 x 116cm //  43 x 99cm

ADVANCED  FRONT CAR SEAT COVER

• Protects car from dirty paws
• Heavy duty
• Easy to fit and remove
• Machine washable
• Fits most front car seats
• Folds into headrest flap to form small 

pillow for easy storage

RACPB33142 x 58cm

ADVANCED MESH DOG GUARD HEADREST

• Made from durable steel alloy
• Coated in non-toxic paint
• Quick and easy to fit and requires no tools
• Mounts rigidly to headrests

RACPB69Adjustable width: 90.5 - 123cm
Height: 41cm

ADVANCED HEAVY DUTY UNIVERSAL CARGO GUARD

• Suitable for most 3 or 5 door vehicles - estates and 
hatchbacks

• Fully adjustable
• Made from durable steel alloy 
• Coated with non-toxic paint

RACPB68Adjustable width: 85 - 140cm 
Height: 33 - 55cm

ADVANCED
The RAC ‘advanced’ travel safety gear is worth 
spending that little more. Offering superior 
quality, ease of fit and lasting durability, these 
additional features and benefits provide the 
ultimate protection for pets whilst out and about.
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ADVANCED METAL FOLD FLAT STEEL CRATE 
WITH MATTRESS & BANDANA

• Made from durable steel wire and 
powder-coated for a rust-resistant finish

• Helps restrain the dog and reduce driver 
distractions

• Easy to assemble, to tools required
• Comes with two latching doors - one at 

the front and one on the side

INCLUDES 
PADDED 

MATTRESS 
& BANDANA

RACPB1.S - 61 x 46 x 48cm 

M - 76 x 48 x 53cm RACPB2.

L - 91 x 58 x 64cm RACPB3.

XL - 107 x 71 x 76cm RACPB4.

JUMBO - 122 x 76 x 84cm RACPB5

ADVANCED WALKING HARNESS

• Comfort fit reduces strain and pull
• Reflective stitching and body for visibility
• Strong handle for extra control when necessary

ADVANCED WEATHER PROOF COAT

• High quality microfibre material
• Highly absorbent
• Quick drying

RACPB93

ADVANCED MICROFIBER TOWEL COAT

• Water resistant outer
• Built in waste bag dispenser

RACPB94S - 35 x 34.5cm

M - 41 x 42cm RACPB95

L - 50.5 x 50cm RACPB96

ADVANCED TRAVEL FOOD & WATER BOX

This light and easy to carry food and water box is perfect to 
feed pets on the go.

• 2 compartments
• Comes with a water bottle to avoid any leaking

RACPB29

ADVANCED TIE-OUT KIT - 
STAKE, CABLE & COVER

This Tie Out Stake & Cable 
enables your pet to roam 
around.

• Made from poly vinyl 
coated steel cable

• Comes with handy 
carry bag

• 15ft cable enabling your 
dog to roam around 
with ease

RACPB37 RACPB105S - Chest - 44 - 50cm // Neck - 20 - 30cm

M - Chest - 55 - 70cm // Neck - 28 - 38cm RACPB100

L - Chest - 62 - 72cm // Neck - 30 - 42cm RACPB101

XL - Chest - 70 - 85cm // Neck - 36 - 48cm RACPB102

ADVANCED COLLAPSIBLE BOWL SET

• Lightweight and easy to carry
• Carabiner clips included
• 500ml capacity per bowl
• BPA free material
• 2 pack

RACPB104

16 x 53 x 6cm
42 x 47cm

26.5 x 26.5 x 12.5cm 13 x 13 x 5.5cm  
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HOUND07M - 60 x 50 x 20cm

L - 82 x 65 x 20cm HOUND08

PREMIUM QUILTED SOFA BED WITH 
FAUX LEATHER PANEL

This Premium Quilted Sofa Bed is a 
perfect addition to all modern homes; 
both comfortable and durable, the bed 
provides a luxury alternative to the 
everyday pet bed. The bed’s neutral 
colouration and distressed faux leather 
branded panel are flattering accents 
to any home décor. This bed is fully 
machine washable for the ease of the 
owner. This bed was designed and 
manufactured in the UK.

HOUND04S -  50.5 x 44 x 63cm

M - 55.5 x 48.50 x 77.5cm HOUND05

L - 64 x 57.5 x 92.5cm HOUND06

ANTIQUE COPPER FINISH FOLD 
FLAT METAL CRATE

Our Copper Dog Crate is a necessity 
for all stylish dog owners. Built with 
rust-resistant powder-coated iron 
for strength, the crate is durable and 
offers maximum safety and security 
for your pet. The crate is fitted with 
two doors, a double safety latch and 
reinforced corner edges to ensure 
stability and endurance. The crate 
features a removable plastic tray for 
easy clean.

HOUND09S - 940ml - 16.7 x 16.7 x 5.8

L - 1900ml - 20.7 x 20.7 x 6.7cm HOUND10

HAMMERED ANTIQUE COPPER FINISH PET 
BOWL 

Designed to complement our Pet Treat Cannisters, 
the Hound Copper Pet Bowl is a stylish take on the 
traditional pet bowl. Designed in stainless steel with 
a chic copper lacquer, the pet bowls have an antique 
hammered effect which makes them perfect for all 
modern homes. The bowl is fully dishwasher safe and 
features a non-slip base for the ease of the owner.

HOUND11M - 13.2 x 13.2 x 17cm

XL - 17.2 x 17.2 x 21.5cm HOUND12

HAMMERED ANTIQUE COPPER FINISH PET 
TREAT CANNISTER

COMFORT BED

• Non slip backing
• Wipe clean base
• Cotton & Polyester
• Machine washable

M - 65 x 50 x 20cm HOUND3M.

L - 80 x 60 x 24cm HOUND3L.

REAL LEATHER BRAIDED DOG COLLAR

Our Braided Dog Collar combines style and comfort 
through its contemporary braided design and soft, 
durable finish. Combining embossed real tan leather 
and natural cotton rope braid, the collar’s neutral 
colouration and timeless design is sophisticatedly 
versatile and is also equipped with a metal buckle and 
D-ring accents. Matching lead is also available.    

HOUND13S - 26 - 32 x 2cm

M - 33 - 41 x 2.5cm HOUND14

L - 40 - 50 x 3cm HOUND15

REAL LEATHER BRAIDED DOG LEAD

Our Braided Dog Lead is a contemporary addition to 
any pet wardrobe. Like its matching collar, the lead 
is designed with a durable natural cotton rope cord 
and stylish real tan leather accents embossed with the 
Hound branding which perfectly blend fashion and 
practicality.     

HOUND16100 x 2.5cm

Our Hound range is the perfect way to add a 

dash of old English country charm and style to 

your home, whilst providing your pet with the 

perfect getaway to snuggle down and rest and 

relax after a long day.

Our Copper Pet Treat Cannister is the ideal addition 
to the home of any pet owner. The cannister is 
manufactured in a sleek stainless steel with copper 
lacquer to suit all home décors and is equipped 
with a subtle sealed rim to maintain freshness of 
all treat types. Designed in a neutral colouration to 
complement all styles, the cannister is created with an 
antique hammered effect which adds a sophisticated 
edge in comparison to the usual pet treat container. 

Made in the UK
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Bedding Collection

Our new Dream Paws range is designed for maximum comfort 
for your furry friend; with beds to suit breeds of all sizes, find the 
perfect match for your pet. The range is fully machine washable 
and combines an easy care faux hessian and luxurious plush 
to help regulate your pets temperature while they sleep. The 
collection is offered in 3 neutral colours to match any home 
interior so you can give your pet the sleep they deserve whilst 
complementing your style.

NON-SLIP BASE MACHINE
WASHABLE

3 COLOURS
AVAILABLE
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DREAMPAWS BLANKET BED

The front wall of our Dream Dog Blanket Bed can be unrolled to reveal a blanket perfect for laying 
out onto the sofa to protect upholstery from dirt and pet hair and then easily rolled back into 
place when not in use. The neutral colouration and complimentary faux fur ensures this piece can 
be used within bedroom, kitchen or lounge.

• Suitable for cat and dog
• 3 Colours Available
• Machine Washable at 30°
• Non-slip base

Brown - DP01A  Grey - DP01B  Blue  - DP01C

DREAMPAWS BOX BED

With a cosy plush inner cushion and deeply-stuffed walls our 
Dream Dog Box Bed makes for a luxurious siesta. A classic bed 
design loved by all breeds our Box bed features a contrast 
piping for a contemporary twist. The neutral colouration and 
complimentary faux fur ensures this piece can be used within 
bedroom, kitchen or lounges, we suggest that this bed is most 
suited to cats and small & medium breed dogs.

62 x 53 x 24cm // Brown - DP06A  Grey - DP06B  Blue  - DP06C

• Machine Washable at 30° • Non-slip base

85 x 65 x 28cm  // Brown - DP07A  Grey - DP07B  Blue  - DP07C
DREAMPAWS SOFA BED

Our Dream dog Sofa bed combines a stylish faux linen outer with a soft plush inner for added 
warmth and comfort for you pet. The neutral colouration and complimentary faux fur ensures this 
piece can be used within bedroom, kitchen or lounge.

• Suitable for larger dogs
• 3 Colours Available
• Machine Washable at 30°
• Non-slip base°

Brown - DP02A  Grey - DP02B  Blue  - DP02C

DREAMPAWS COSY BED

Part of our new Dream Dog collection our Cosy Bed, with it’s 
deeply filled walls, is a sumptuous choice for any spoiled pet. 
The reversible inner cushion allows you to switch between the 
stylish faux linen outer and indulgently soft plush. The neutral 
colouration and complimentary faux fur ensures this piece can 
be used within bedroom, kitchen or lounge.

57 x 52 x 22cm // Brown - DP03A  Grey - DP03B  Blue  - DP03C

• Machine Washable at 30° • Non-slip base

75 x 55 x 23cm // Brown - DP04A  Grey - DP04B  Blue  - DP04C

DREAMPAWS MATTRESS BED

Part of our new Dream Dog collection our Mattress Bed is 
deeply filled for your pet’s comfort whilst they snooze. Our 
design uses the cool faux hessian to help regulate your dogs 
temperature as they sleep. The neutral colouration and 
complimentary faux fur ensures this piece can be used within 
bedroom, kitchen or lounge. 

86 x 70 x 54cm // Brown - DP05A  Grey - DP05B  Blue  - DP05C

• Machine Washable at 30° • Non-slip base
90 x 60 x 16cm

116 x 74 x 16cm
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A house is not a Home
without  Pets 

The Banbury & Co range was 
designed with your home 
interior in mind, its neutral 

colour scheme of warm creams 
and greys allows the collection 
to be easily incorporated into 

any home. Each piece from 
this lifestyle collection aims to 

provide a comforting addition to 
the home, intended to be used in 
every room; it seamlessly blends 

into every décor.
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without  Pets 

DOG FEEDING TIN

• Hand wash or hand wipe only
• Match with other Banbury & Co products to create a 

set
• Non-toxic paint ensuring maximum safety storage

PBBC1722 x 7cm 

CAT FEEDING TIN 

PBBC1816 x 5cm 

LUXURY DOG FEEDING MAT

This lightweight product is a neutral design with Banbury & 
Co branding, this allows the product to fit seamlessly into 
any kitchen or home décor.

• Easily cleaned through either hand wash or hand wipe
• Match with other Banbury & Co products to create a 

set

PBBC0145 x 30cm

LUXURY CAT FEEDING MAT

PBBC0245 x 30cm

STORAGE TINS

• Hand wash or hand wipe only
• Match with other Banbury & Co products to create 

a set
• Non-toxic paint ensuring maximum safety storage
• Size allows a varied selection of treats to be stored

21 x 29cm

CERAMIC TREAT JARS

Dog - PBBC08 // Cat - PBBC0515.5 x 20cm

Dog - PBBC15 // Cat - PBBC16

BRIAN THE SQUEAKY PLUSH TOY

This is a fun novelty plush toy with a hidden squeak.

• Plush toy
• Faux linen fabric exterior
• Soft chew toy
• Novelty dog shape

PBBC3329 x 8 x 18cm 

CERAMIC CAT FOOD BOWL

This product’s neutral design flatters any décor so can be 
used within any home.

• Dishwasher and hand wash safe
• Non-toxic paint ensuring maximum safety storage

PBBC0615 x 14.5 x 5cm - 250ml

CERAMIC DOG FOOD BOWL

PBBC07

PBBC26 

S - 18 x 17.5 x 5cm - 350ml

L - 23 x 22 x 8cm - 900ml
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KNITTED DOG JUMPER

This contemporary design cable knit jumper provides a comforting 
addition to the home.

• Elasticated for easy wearing and universal fit
• Provides full range of movement
• Branded Banbury & Co with a sewn in label

LUXURY COSY DOG BED

This is a super soft touch dog bed designed to maximize warmth 
and extra comfort. Includes special features to enable the user to 
easily wash the bed separately. Check out the amazing features 
below:

• Faux sheep fur outer lining
• Removable cushion
• Reversible second colour option

LUXURY COSY CAT BED

This luxury cosy cat igloo bed is designed with comfort in mind. It is 
the perfect place for your kitty to hide and snooze.

• PU branded Banbury & Co
• Removable cushion
• Provides a reversible colour way
• Faux sheep sherling on the inside to ensure comfort and 

warmth
• Fun, hanging teaser toy for play

ALL WEATHER COAT

This grey padded winter coat is designed for comfort and warmth. 
Perfect for your pooch on cold, winter walks.

• Designed with an inner faux sheep fur lining for comfort and 
warmth

• Velcro fastening
• Outer shell branded with a PU leather emblem
• Extra pocket with decorative brass button

PBBC19Small - 40cm

Medium - 45cm

Large - 50cm

PBBC20

PBBC21

X Large - 55cm PBBC22

Ivory - PBBC27X Small - 30cm 

Small - 35.5cm

Medium - 41cm

Ivory - PBBC28

Ivory - PBBC29

Grey - PBBC34

Grey - PBBC35

Grey - PBBC36

PBBC23Small -  65 x 50x 20cm

PBBC24

COMFORT DOG BLANKET

Sharing the same unique design as the beds, this luxurious pet 
blanket comes gift packaged. Check out the amazing features 
below:

• Branded with an attached PU Banbury & Co badge
• Soft touch outer blanket
• Faux sheep fur inner lining
• Suitable for cats & dogs
• Machine washable at 30 degrees

120 x 100cm PBBC25

LUXURY DOG SOFA BED

This is a super soft touch dog bed designed to maximize warmth 
and extra comfort.

• Faux sheep fur outer lining
• Removable cushion
• Reversible second colour option
• Branded Banbury & Co with an attached PU badge

PBBC31Large - 80 x 65 x 25cm

X Large - 90 x 80 x 25cm PBBC32

PBBC30Medium - 70 x 60 x 22cm 47 x 37 x 33cm

LUXURY DOG COLLAR & LEAD

This elegant matching collar and lead set is the perfect buy with its 
many amazing features.

• Padding on the inner of the collar and the inner of the lead 
handle

• Maximum comfort to pet and owner
• PU leather press printed with Banbury & Co branding
• Contrast stitch for decorative detail
• A tag may easily be attached

Collar: 2.5 x 50cm Lead: 2.5 x 120cm PBBC04

LUXURY CAT COLLAR

• Fully adjustable to fit a variety of sizing of cat
• Padding on the inner of the collar for maximum comfort
• PU leather press printed with Banbury & Co branding
• Contrast stitch for decorative detail
• Features a decorative bell
• Safety feature release catch

Adjusted from 21.5cm to 31.5cm PBBC03
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ULTRASONIC TICK AND FLEA REPELLER

Environmentally friendly, contains no 
chemicals or fragrances, TICKLESS Pet safely 
keeps away ticks and fleas. For cats, dogs 
and other lovable furry animals.

PRO10-101BEBeige

Pink PRO10-101PI

Black PRO10-101BL

Orange PRO10-101OR

Brown PRO10-101BR

SQUARE WILLOW PET BASKET

New to our Banbury & Co collection are our willow wicker pet 
baskets; the soft neutral coloured wicker adds a touch of style, 
luxury and class to naptime. This neutral colouration ensures the 
piece can be used within bedroom, kitchen or lounge. Each wicker 
frames includes a reversible inner cushion with soft faux shearling 
echoes the cosy feel of the rest of the Banbury & Co range. Each 
bed has a branded Banbury & Co PU leather tag.

PBBC39S/M - 63 x 43 x 18cm

M/L - 74 x 53 x 22cm PBBC40

OVAL WILLOW PET BASKET

New to our Banbury & Co collection are our willow wicker pet 
baskets; the soft neutral coloured  wicker adds a touch of style, 
luxury and class to naptime. This neutral colouration ensures the 
piece can be used within bedroom, kitchen or lounge. Each wicker 
frames includes a reversible inner cushion with soft faux shearling 
echoes the cosy feel of the rest of the Banbury & Co range. Each 
bed has a branded Banbury & Co PU leather tag. 

PBBC37S/M - 63 x 45 x 19cm

M/L - 75 x 56 x 26cm PBBC38

Soft plush cushion 
with branded detail

Genuine wicker 
frame
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HYPOALLERGENIC SHAMPOO

Coconut Lime Verbena
Nootie uses an all natural Grapefruit seed extract to 
fight germs, bacteria and more! This hypo-allergenic 
formula, lightly scented with Coconut Lime Verbena, 
cleanses your pet while nourishing their skin & coat. 
It is made with natural ingredients and is soap and 
paraben free.

NOURISHING SHAMPOO

Sweet Pea & Vanilla
The delicate fresh scent of Sweet Pea & Vanilla 
combined with Jojoba Oil gently cleanses and 
nourishes dry stressed coats. It is made with natural 
ingredients and is soap and paraben free. No sulfates 
or harsh chemicals for gentle cleansing.

REJUVENATING SHAMPOO

Japanese Cherry Blossom
The exotic scent of Japanese Cherry Blossom 
combined with Rosemary stimulates the senses while 
promoting a healthy soft coat. Rosemary stimulates 
the hair follicles, resulting in a strong healthy coat. 
Made with natural ingredients and is soap and 
paraben free. No sulfates or harsh chemicals for 
gentle cleansing.

16OZ RESTORING ARGAN OIL SHAMPOO

Soft Lily Passion
Nootie’s Restoring Argan Oil Shampoo infused with 
the exhilarating scent of Soft Lily Passion, helps 
restore softness and shine with natural antioxidant 
nutrients Vitamin E & Omega-6 Fatty acids.

SOOTHING ALOE & OATMEAL 
SHAMPOO 

Cucumber Melon
The fresh scent of cucumber melon combined with 
aloe and oatmeal helps relieve dry, itchy skin while 
leaving your dog smelling fresh and clean. Nootie 
Cucumber Melon Pet Shampoo is made with natural 
ingredients and is soap and paraben free. No sulfates 
or harsh chemicals for gentle cleansing.

8OZ DAILY SPRITZ CONDITIONING & 
MOISTURISING SPRAY

Japanese Cherry 
Our exotic Japanese Cherry Blossom fragrance will 
keep your dog smelling fresh and clean between baths 
while conditioning the skin and coat. Nootie’s Daily 
Spritz is made with natural ingredients and is soap 
and paraben free.

8OZ DAILY SPRITZ CONDITIONING & 
MOISTURISING SPRAY 

Cucumber Melon
The fresh scent of our Cucumber Melon fragrance 
will keep your dog smelling fresh and clean between 
baths while conditioning the skin and coat. Made with 
natural ingredients and is soap and paraben free. 
Long lasting and made with a gentle, conditioning 
formula that contains no sulfates or harsh chemicals.

8OZ DAILY SPRITZ CONDITIONING & 
MOISTURISING SPRAY 

Soft Lily Passion
The exhilarating aroma of our Soft Lily Passion 
fragrance will keep your dog smelling fresh and 
clean between baths while conditioning the skin and 
coat. Made with natural ingredients and is soap and 
paraben free. Long lasting and made with a gentle, 
conditioning formula that contains no sulfates or harsh 
chemicals.

8OZ DAILY SPRITZ CONDITIONING & 
MOISTURISING SPRAY 

Coconut Lime Verbena
Lightly scented with our Coconut Lime Verbena 
fragrance will keep your dog smelling fresh and 
clean between baths while conditioning the skin and 
coat. Made with natural ingredients and is soap and 
paraben free. It’s long lasting and made with a gentle, 
conditioning formula that contains no sulfates or harsh 
chemicals.

8OZ DAILY SPRITZ CONDITIONING & 
MOISTURISING SPRAY 

Sweet Pea & Vanilla
Our refreshing Sweet Pea & Vanilla fragrance will 
keep your dog smelling fresh and clean between 
baths while conditioning the skin and coat. Made with 
natural ingredients and is soap and paraben free. It’s 
long lasting and made with a gentle, conditioning 
formula that contains no sulfates or harsh chemicals.

16OZ - S1610CM // GALLON - G10CM 16OZ - S1612JCB // GALLON - G12JCB

16OZ - S1613SPV // GALLON - G13SPV

16OZ - S1618SLP // GALLON - G1816OZ - S1614CLV // GALLON - G14CLV

DS0812JCBDS0810CM

DS0814CLV

DS0813SPV

DS0818SLP

MOISTURISING SHAMPOO

Warm Vanilla Cookie
The delicious aroma of Warm Vanilla Cookie combined 
with sweet almond oil and vitamin E contains essential 
fatty acids for a shiny, soft coat. Nootie Moisturising 
Warm Vanilla Cookie Dog Shampoo is made with 
natural ingredients and is soap and paraben free. No 
sulfates or harsh chemicals for gentle cleansing.

GALLON - G11WVC

7 OZ WATERLESS FOAMING SHAMPOO

Sweet Pea & Vanilla
Nootie’s Waterless Foaming Shampoo lightly scented 
with Sweet Pea & Vanilla takes the stress out of 
bathing! Now it’s easy to freshen up your pet’s coat 
without the water-splashing mess, just rub on and 
wipe off. Our gentle hypo-allergenic formula is safe for 
dogs, cats and puppies, leaving their coat clean, soft 
and smelling great.

SFP0713

7OZ WATERLESS FOAMING SHAMPOO  

Soft Lily Passion
Nootie’s Waterless Foaming Shampoo lightly scented 
with Soft Lily Passion takes the stress out of bathing! 
Now it’s easy to freshen up your pet’s coat without 
the water-splashing mess, just rub on and wipe off. 
Our gentle hypo-allergenic formula is safe for dogs, 
cats and puppies, leaving their coat clean, soft and 
smelling great.

SWH0718SLP

Formulated with 
beneficial ingredients to 
improve the skin & coat 

Using naturally derived ingredients such as Aloe and 

Oatmeal, essential Fatty Acids and Rosemary and Jojoba 

Oil, your pets coat will be left with a soft and shiny 

feel and appearance whilst also helping to alleviate a 

multitude of skin complaints and appearance whilst also 

helping to alleviate a multitude of skin complaints.

Freshens

Conditions

Moisturisers

Long Lasting
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Natural

Dog Treats
•RAWHide•

With options to suit every size and need, our Dog ‘n’ Bone rawhide 
range is designed to spoil your dog whether used as a training 

supplement or just as a tasty treat.

For our Dog ‘n’ Bone rawhide treat range, we source only the highest 
quality standard rawhide, to ensure you can indulge your pet with 

peace of mind.

DBR042 Pack - 20cm

RAWHIDE BRAIDED 
ROLL

DBR066 Pack  - 12cm

RAWHIDE STICK 
TWIST WITH CHICKEN

10 Pack - 12cm DBR01

RAWHIDE TWIST 
STICK WITH CHICKEN

DBR073 Pack - 10cm

2 Pack - 18cm DBR08

RETRIEVE BONE TWIST 
WITH CHICKEN

DBR106 Pack - 7cm

RAWHIDE DOUBLE 
BONE WITH CHICKEN

6 Pack - 7cm DBR09

RAWHIDE MINI BONES 
TWIST WITH CHICKEN

NATURAL RAWHIDE 
CHIPS 

DBR13100gm - 7 x 5cm

200gm - 7 x 5cm DBR14

WHITE RAWHIDE 
CHIPS 

DBR15100gm -  7 x 5cm

200gm - 7 x 5cm DBR16

RAWHIDE PRESSED 
ROLL

DBR171 Pack - 12cm

1 Pack - 25cm DBR18

NATURAL RAWHIDE 
KNOTTED BONE

DBR221 Pack - 21cmDBR204 Pack - 6cm

12 Pack - 6cm DBR21

WHITE MINI RAWHIDE 
KNOTTED BONE

NATURAL MINI 
RAWHIDE KNOTTED 
BONE

DBR244 Pack - 6cm

12 Pack - 6cm DBR25

NATURAL RAWHIDE 
TWIST STICKS

WHITE RAWHIDE 
TWIST STICKS

WHITE RAWHIDE 
KNOTTED BONE

DBR231 Pack - 20cm

1 Pack - 16cm DBR26

DBR28100 Pack - 12cm DBR29100 Pack - 12cm

1 Pack - 15cm DBR27

CATEGORY CATEGORY
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Join the Petkit community and download app now. Combine our devices with this App to 
be able to sync your pets data by using Wifi or Bluetooth. Using your pet’s activity data get 

mood and health information as well as analysis sleeping trends to understand your pets 
lifestyle. Get help with feeding your pet appropriately based on calorie consumption and a 

24hr performance report. Available on IOS or Android.

PET ACTIVITY MONITOR

Light and elegant smart wearable device for pets

The Fit P2 pet activity monitor is a lightweight and stylish accessory that 
can be added to any collar. The Fit P2 records pet activities 24/7 and 
shares this with the PetKit app, allowing you to monitor your pets health 
and make smart decisions to move towards a healthier lifestyle.

GREY - PETKIP1 // GOLD - PETKIP2

Activity Monitoring
Adopted advanced sensor P2 records the pets 
activities 24/7 and collects the information sending 
it to Cloud for calculation and analysis. This data 
will report the pets actual performance on PETKIT 
APP.

Sleep Analysis
How long is your pet asleep?
P2 helps to get correct sleeping time of your pet 
and check the sleep quality.

Consumption Record
According to the pets information that is collected 
by P2, the expended calories can be precisely 
calculated. Combined with feed brands and 
consumption trend your pets food quantity can be 
controlled confidently and clearly.

Fit Report
Detailed daily performance with 24 hours 
continuous detection: ‘Today’s mood is happy.’ 
‘Health condition is below the standard.’ ‘Insufficient 
in total activity time.’ ‘Too much intense activity 
today.’

92score

Health

87score

Mood

03-10
The whole day

3.02cm

3.
02
cm

0.786cm3.02cm

3.
02
cm

0.786cm

Watch the video

www.petkit.co.uk
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MATE PET 
MONITORING CAMERA

Talk to your pets when you’re not around with 
the Mate Pet Monitoring Camera.

The PetKit Mate Pet Monitoring Camera is 
designed for owners who want to interact 
with their pets when they’re out of the house, 
in the office, or even while they’re away. The 
Mate allows users to look, listen, talk and play 
with their pets even when they’re thousands 
of miles away. With a built in HD camera and 
340 degree pan, pet owners can capture, 
video record, and use a laser toy no matter 
where they are in the world. 

PETKIP3

Video Monitoring
You can now check up on your pet and see 
what they’re getting up to from anywhere 

with the high-quality video monitoring. 
With Mate, it’s like you never left them.

Two-Way Control
The PetKit Mate Pet Monitoring Camera 

includes a built-in microphone which 
allows you to talk directly to your pet. 

Using the PetKit app, simply turn on your 
microphone and talk to your furry friend 

wherever you are!

Video Recording
Easily capture amazing HD pictures or 

videos using the PetKit Mate and app, and 
share these with your friends and family 

at any time.

340° Rotatable Pan
The Rotatable Pan is specifically equipped 

at the bottom of MATE. It’s easy for you 
to control the rotation direction yourself, 

viewing every corner of the room.

9.2cm

19
.4
6c
m

9.2cm

9.
2c
m

Watch the video

SMART ANTIBACTERIAL BOWL 
FRESH

PETKIP4

Love is always fresh and so should your pet’s food bowl.

The Fresh Pet Bowl comes complete with in built weighing scales 
to help you measure the exact amount of food to feed your pet 
right there in their bowl.

Our PetKit app provides suggestions on exactly how much 
you should be feeding your pet based on their breed and their 
activity levels. When paired with our Fit P2 activity monitor you 
can always ensure you’re giving your pet just the right amount of 
food to ensure they’re happy and healthy. Record, and use a laser 
toy no matter where they are in the world. 

Built-in 
weighing 
scales

Antibacterial Bio-
CleanAct Material

SMART PET BOWL FRESH 
METAL

PETKIP5

Fresh Metal Pet Bowl – when big appetites meet big bowls.

The Fresh Metal Pet Bowl is a 1.7L capacity version of the 
Fresh pet bowl, complete with built-in weighing scales to 
help you measure the exact amount of food for your pet.

Easy to Dismantle 
and Wash Metal 
Pet Bowl

Watch the video

9.2cm

19
.4
6c
m

9.2cm

9.
2c
m
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SMART PET DRINKING FOUNTAIN

PETKIP6

Intelligent Automatic Pet Hydration

The Eversweet automatic pet drinking fountain is a smart way of 
ensuring your pets always have fresh, filtered water throughout 
the day and night. Using light sensor technology, the fountain 
can adjust the frequency of the water between day and night to 
make sure every drink your cat or dog takes is fresh.

Smart Filtration Mode
When Smart Mode has been activated, the Eversweet 
Drinking Fountain has a light sensor to detect light levels 
and identify if it is day or night. This prevents overfilling 
when your pet is likely to be asleep.

Ultra Silent Design
The noiseless designed pump and the unique convoluted 
water flow bring a special and quiet experience to pet 
owners.

Microscopic nylon strainer
Screen pet drop hair and other 

impurities in the water

Activated Carbon Filter
Absorb the smell and residuals

Ion-exchange Resin
Filter the heavy metal ions

FILTERS

PETKIP15

Drinking fountain replaceable filters last for around 3 months and 
help to provide your pet with fresh flowing water, keeping them 
hydrated throughout the day and night.

Watch the video

x 3

PETKIP23x 5

PETKIP22x 5 (with tray)

EVERSWEET TRAVEL PET WATER 
BOTTLE

The Eversweet Travel pet water bottle has been specifically 
designed to keep your pet dog hydrated and healthy on the go. 
With a built in coconut carbon filter and easy one-click water 
release system this is the perfect companion for long walks and 
travelling with your dog.

PETKIP7

Strong Antibacterial 
Effects
The antibacterial 
properties of BioCleanAct 
material can be found 
in the Eversweet Travel 
water bottle, preventing 
the build up of bacteria 
in the open drinking 
trough.

Portable Purification System
Every Eversweet portable pet 
water bottle comes complete with 
a built in water purification system 
using activated coconut shell. This 
replaceable carbon filter removes 
chlorine from tap water or cooled 
boiled water, and can be used up 
to 100 times before it needs to be 
replaced.

Satisfy your dog as well as yourself with this pet water 
bottle
Dogs drink water by curling their tongues and creating 
a spoon like shape to get as much water as they can. 
The drinking trough of the Eversweet Travel bottle has 
been designed with this drinking habit in mind, and we 
have designed the trough with an arc making it easier 
for them to take a drink.

PETKIP20

FILTERS X 2

Watch the video
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PURA AIR SMART ODOUR 
ELIMINATOR

PETKIP8

Pura-air smart odour remover brings fresh air back to your 
home.

The Pura-air odour remover from Petkit uses intelligent 
technology to remove odours from your home that come as a 
result of owning a pet. Specifically engineered with cat litter 
trays in mind, the Pura Air controls the odour from the source, 
removes it from the air and removes any airborne bacteria. Not 
only does it remove smells, it brings a clean living space back 
to you and your pets healthy. Record and use a laser toy no 
matter where they are in the world. 

PURA AIR FRESHENER FILTERS 
X 2

Replacement Pura Air Freshener Filters continue the removal of 
odours and bring fresh air back to your home.

PETKIP9

Proactive jet-airflow designed to 
remove odour

Fully refreshed air back into the 
atmosphere

Efficient air purification using 
scientific technology

PURA DOG INDOOR TRAINING 
PAD HOLDER

Pee As You Wish, No More Worries.

It’s normal for pets keepers to encounter some little accidents 
with their pets, like the casual excretion at home. To avoid your 
dog having such accident, PURA DOG, dedicatedly designed tray 
by PETKIT for dogs, is high-quality and easy to clean, keeping 
your house clean and refreshing.

PETKIP10

Training excrete at the fixed place, free from worry
Double-layer flat tray is made with superior non-toxic resin, 
durable and corrosion resistant. Detachable vertical pillar is 
access to both genders. Helps dogs develop good habits of 
urinating at designated places.

Easy to use and clean
Innovative handle on the mesh panel allows you to open the tray 
with just fingers, simplifying process to change diapers and waste 
down the tray..

Watch the video Watch the video
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COSY PET BED

A smart temperature controlled pet bed for a 
comfortable place to sleep.

Using smart temperature controls, the Cosy 
Pet bed can create a more comfortable 
sleeping place according to the ambient 
temperature of your home. It can also 
connect to the PetKit app and be adjusted 
using a long-range remote via the app.

PETKIP12

Controlled via the PetKit App
The Cosy temperature controlled pet bed can be adjusted using the Petkit App, with 
temperature adjustments made on a sliding scale. It is also possible to turn the Cosy pet 
bed on and off using the app, meaning you can activate this from work or at home.

Smart Temperature Control
The ambient temperature of the home and 
humidity sensors work together in the Cosy 
Pet bed to monitor the device and adjust 
the temperature automatically, heating 
up in the winter and cooling down in the 
summer to ensure that your pet always has 
a comfortable resting place.

Embracing Stylish Design
Inspired by embracing pets, we have used 
the feeling of holding your pet to influence 
the design of the pet house. Not only does 
this look incredibly stylish, it also offers a 
better sleeping area that gives a safe sense 
of security.

Built in Sensor
A hidden infrared sensor accurately 
monitors when your pet is in the house or 
not, recording the use of the pet bed and 
provides owners with more insight into their 
pet’s situation.

Control the Pet Food Dispenser 
Remotely from your Phone
Connect your Fresh Element 
to your PetKit app to set up an 
automatic feeding plan for your 
pet, or control the dispense of 
food remotely when you feel it is 
required.

FRESH ELEMENT PET 
FOOD DISPENSER

Feed your pets no matter where you are

Worried about your pets running out of food while 
you’re stuck at work? The Fresh Element automatic 
pet food dispenser includes a full-sealing smart 
feeder with long-range remote activation. Show 
your pets love anytime, anywhere.

PETKIP13

Double ‘Fresh-Lock’ System
The Fresh Element automatic pet food 
dispenser includes a silicone sealing ring 
around the foot outlet door, to ensure that 
food remains fresh for your pet. Store up 
to 6lb of food at once.

Intelligent Feeding Mechanism
Using intelligent technology, PetKit have 
created a self-adaption system with an 
oscillating bar, spring check-board, and 
silicone impeller which has been proven to 
never get jammed or stuck. This ensures 
that your cat or dog’s food will always be 
dispensed on time.

Using technology to achieve a healthy 
lifestyle
The Fresh Element combines clever 
sensor technology which ensures 
accurately weighed portions, and a 
safety sensor which keeps the food outlet 
door open if it senses an object – no 
stuck paws!

Watch the videoWatch the video
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4 IN 1 CAT SCRATCHER

A 4 in 1 Cat Scratcher playground for hours of fun with your cat!

The 4-in-1 Cat Scratcher Playground provides hours of fun for 
your pet, and is a great way to encourage claw maintenance 
in a fun way. The playground features two Meow Planet balls 
and a replaceable cardboard scratching board. The blue 
Meow planet ball is filled with high quality, fresh catnip and the 
orange Meow planet includes a fun bell to entertain your cat for 
hours. The playground can also be used as a pet bed for naps, 
with the high density corrugated board providing both comfort 
and play.

PETKIP16

REPLACEABLE CAT SCRATCHER 
PLANETS X 2

PETKIT MEOW PLANET’S create playful experience for your cats 
with two different functions. Design inspiration comes from 
the surface of the moon. Made with high quality plastic and 
non-toxic dye, which is both wear-resistant and bite-resistant. 
The shell of the toy ball is made with bright and grit mixed 
technology, safety and hart to abrasion.

PETKIP18

REPLACEABLE CAT SCRATCHER 
PAD

PETKIT Replaceable Cardboard Pad is a 330mm round 
scratcher for your 4 in 1 Cat Scratcher made with high density 
thickened corrugated board, hard to deform, solid and durable. 
It encourages cats to interact with it and not valuable home 
furniture.

PETKIP17

SILICONE SPILL-PROOF MAT

PETKIP19

Say goodbye to your messy and wet floor!

PETKIT Silicone Spill-Proof Mat is made of food-grade, premium US 
FDA-approved silicone material. The mats are created with a four-edge-
design to protect your floor from water leaks and food spills. It is also 
easy to clean saving your kitchen from chaos!

Water-proof and spill-proof

The unique four-edge-design keeps food 
and water in the mat from spilling out 
and protects your floors.

Easy to take care of

Use two-sided difference high 
specification silicone material; the first 
is the matte side which is easy to clean 
and the reverse is an anti-slip finish 
preventing the bowl from movement 
while your pet eats.

Non-toxic, lick safe, quality material

The silicone spill-proof mat is made of 
food-grade, premium US FDA-approved 
material that is non-toxic, lick safe and is 
odourless for all pets. 

Watch the video
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Produced from the careful combination of Foam 
and Rubber our hybrid employs the strength 
and flexibility of rubber however retaining the 
light weight of foam. This scientifically developed 
combination has resulted in a material combination 
which is soft and supple to be kind on teeth 
and soothing to gums, as well as a sturdy and 
durable end product; tough enough to withstand 
interactive play. 

Air sprung soft core 
for a high bounce

The Foaber range is specifically designed to excite 
a canine’s sense. A dogs colour perception differs 
from human as rather than 3 colour sensitive cone 
cells in their retinas, dogs only have two; yellow 
& blue.  Further to this, their ability to distinguish 
levels of brightness also differs from a humans. 
As a result of this research, the range utilises a 
vivid yellow and blue as these are the most photo-
receptive to a dog. 

HUMAN

CANINE

/foaber
@foaberpet

www.foaber.pet

Watch the video

By combining the clearest 
two colours together, this 
range not only creates a 

stimulating toy to capture 
visual attention but also 

ensures high visibility which 
is paramount to outdoor 

play. An example of this 
feature in action is when 

the toy is thrown over long 
distance, the dog can easily 

follow the movement of 
the toy – a benefit to both 

owner and pet.

All products come 
packaged with 
impactful designs, 
helping maximise 
the features and 
benefits.
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BOUNCE

Created for the dog that loves to play, our 
Foaber Bounce is a redesign of a classic. 
Designed in the most vivid colour from the 
dog vision spectrum, your dog will have clear 
visibility of the ball when used outdoors and 
thrown over long distance as well as a new 
durable, soft and lightweight toy. 

 1

COMET

Created for the dog that loves to swim, the Foaber 
Comet is designed to roll across the water as your 
dog tries to catch appealing to their natural hunting 
instinct. Also great for dry land play the Comet’s 
soft exterior ensures it is gentle on teeth whilst its 
strong durability factor brands it a great choice for 
interactive play.

 1 KICK

Created for the dog that loves to play, our Foaber 
Kick is a durable and classic addition to any dog’s 
toy box. Our innovative foam rubber material 
blend is scientifically developed to be soft and 
supple however retaining the tough strength of 
rubber. Your dog can enjoy active play without the 
disappointment of another broken toy.

BUMP

Treat releases encourage mental stimulation 
through play, improving motor skills and 
challenging your pet intellectually. The Foaber 
Bump’s distinctive design leads to a high erratic 
rebound when bounced whilst the ridged 
texture soothes and massages gums. Fill with 
your dog’s favourite treats and the Foaber Bump 
is ready to go. 

5cm  

6cm

8cm

11 x 6.5cm

13 x 8cm 

13 x 8cm 8cm FR01B - Blue / FRO1G - Green / FRO1M - Mixed

FR02B - Blue / FRO2G - Green / FRO2M - Mixed

FR03B - Blue / FRO3G - Green / FRO3M - Mixed

FR05B - Blue / FRO5G - Green / FRO5M - Mixed

FR06B - Blue / FRO6G - Green / FRO6M - Mixed

 FR04B - Blue / FRO4G - Green / FRO4M - Mixed FR011B - Blue / FRO11G - Green / FRO11M - Mixed
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SPLIT

Created for the dog that loves to play, the 
Foaber Split is our own unique design play as 
two separate pieces or join together as one. 
Its unpredictable nature will have your pet 
guessing whether the ball will sporadically 
separate mid-flight or on impact for added 
fun. Foam rubber technology leaves this 
ball gentle on jaws whilst remaining strong 
during active play. 

JACK

Created for the dog that loves to fetch, our unique 
Foaber Jack’s design is centralised on creating the 
perfect irregular bounce. Great for stimulating your 
dog’s mind, the erratic spring will have their 100% 
concentration; whilst the individually sized prongs 
ensure any size jaw will be able to grasp onto the toy, 
for an exciting game of retrieval. 

ROLL

Created for the dog that loves to chase, our Foaber 
Roll is designed to be a ground roller. Watch your 
dog go crazy chasing their new toy. In its high 
visibility coloured design the Roll will continue to 
stimulate your dog’s natural pursuing instinct even 
over long distances during fun interactive play, 
strengthening bond between owner and pet. 

STICK

Functioning as both a treat release and a fun retrieval 
toy, our Foaber Stick is a classic design loved by 
dogs of all ages. Treat releases can be stuffed with 
your dog’s favourite treat or kibble biscuits for a 
fun way to stimulate your dog during treat time 
engaging their natural instinct of food foraging. Just 
fill up and watch them go! 

FR13 13cm 16 x 3.5cm 18 x 3.5cm 8cm FR07B - Blue / FRO7G - Green / FRO7M - Mixed FR08B - Blue / FRO8G - Green / FRO8M - Mixed FR09B - Blue / FRO9G - Green / FRO9M - Mixed
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ATOM

Our combination of TPR and Durafoam 
results in a lightweight, stylish product. 
Both TPR and Durafoam are known for their 
high bounce and springy nature, we have 
employed this into a distinctive and bold 
design to give our Foaber Atom a highly 
erratic bounce resulting an unpredictable 
and stimulating game of fetch. Thick TPR 
walls ensure this product is suitable for 
powerful jaws of any size whilst the outer 
bumps massage and soothe gums during 
play.

NUCLEUS

Our Foaber Nucleus is perfect for energetic 
play, the aerodynamic design of the outer 
Durafoam ring promises high velocity when 
thrown through the air. The TPR inner ball 
is fully detachable making this a great 
2in1 product to enjoy in the dog park (and 
replaceable if the ball is thrown a little too far) 
and thanks to the inner ball’s bumpy surface, 
it’s perfect for massaging gums and cleaning 
teeth during play.

MOLECULE

A nod to the classic stick loved by dogs of all sizes and breeds, our Foaber Molecule is a fun retrieval toy. Using an 
interlocking design to securely combine TPR and Durafoam; their material nature allows for a flexible and supple 
product that still is incredibly durable and has a strong material structure.

MOLECULE NANO

FTPR03 17 x 17 x 6.35cm

28.5 x 4.5cm 17 x 4.5cm

TPR & HYBRID FUSION
 
Following the success of our original range the team at 
Foaber have developed new innovative designs to further 
excite and stimulate your pet. Each item employs a 
combination of tough TPR and lightweight Durafoam resulting 
in an exhilarating new toy with a high bounce-back, it is kind 
to teeth and has the ability to float.

Research has shown dynamic play between owner and pet 
encourages a lasting bond and provides an outlet for excess 
energy in active pets, which acts as a deterrent from 
possible bad behaviour.

Each product utilises a bold colour palette to not only create 
a visually striking display in-store but combines the most 
visual receptive colours to a dog’s colour spectrum; this 
stimulates senses and ensures high-visibility during active, 
outdoor play..

T
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2 IN 1

8.5cm FTPR01

FTPR07 FTPR15
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The range is a collection of strikingly designed 
interactive toys including flashing tug toys, 

unconventional balls and treat releases perfect 
for providing mental stimulation to your pet as 

they play. 

kronos9.pet

CATEGORY
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Born from an interstellar cloud four billion 
years ago, 350 light years away from Earth 
in a dark and hostile atmosphere the star 
Kronos formed. The unusual and exuberant 
composition of the stars structure led 
scientists, who to dared to study it, believe 
that it destroyed and ate its own orbiting 

planets.

After every planet Kronos ate it would become 
stronger and more dangerous. Thrusting 
violent comets into space, one of these 
comets crashed to Earth. Bringing with it a 
host of extra-terrestrial life who want the 
control of the comets power to themselves.

At the lab we managed to extract the 
strength and power from the intermolecular 
structure to create Neutro rubber, an 
extremely durable yet flexible material.

A secret task force was formed to control 
the increased UFO sightings at the crash 
site but what they found was that the 
comet contained a highly volatile core. 

Only by chance when our lab dog Dexter stole 
a prototype of the Krono-pod and began to 
chew on the material with his powerful bite 
we realised the true bionic strength of our 
discovery. We further developed this material 
to create our Kronos 9 super strong toy range 

perfect for tough and tenacious chewers.

The Kronos9 Story

KRONO-SPHERE

The Krono-Sphere contains a motion 
activated flashing LED light inside to 
create the ultimate tug toy. Interactive play 
between owner and pet is proven to help 
strength bonds for a happier pet.

K90423 x 14.5cm

KRONO-ECLIPSE

The Krono-Eclipse encases a solid TPR 
inner within our super tough Neutro rubber 
for extreme strength. Our ball will fit in 
any standard ball launcher for stimulating 
outdoor play.

K9036.35cm

KRONO-POD

The Krono-Pod is a robust ball for throwing, 
catching and play. For added fun check out 
our delicious paste recipe for adding to the 
toys hollow grooves.

K9018 x 7.5cm

KRONO-WAVE

The Krono-Wave is a durable treat release, 
fill with your pet’s favourite treats for added 
mental stimulation. For added fun check out 
our delicious paste recipe for adding to the 
toys hollow grooves.

K90221 x 6.5cm

Watch the movie!

*Whilst Kronos (HD 240430) is a real star and scientists research does show evidence of the star devouring orbiting planets, some of our story 

is fictional. We encourage our followers to research the real Kronos star and tell us what you think could have happened! 

CATEGORY
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Exercise Your Dog’s Mind & 
Eliminate Boredom

It’s fun. It feeds. It’s a challenge your dog needs! Nina Ottosson Treat Games 
˃ght boredom, help reduce destructive behaviours & exercise your dog’s 

mind. It’s hide & seek with treats, and dogs love it.

TREAT TUMBLE SMALL 

Fill this bouncing and rolling treat game with your dog’s favourite kibble or treats to beat boredom and exercise 
your dog’s mind and body.

The Nina Ottosson Small Treat Tumble is perfect for treating and training your dog. Just fill this treat feeding 
ball with your dog’s favourite treats and/or kibble and give the ball to your dog to watch them play with the 

puzzle and figure out how to release the treats.

TREAT TUMBLE LARGE

DOG SMART

Hide, seek & treat with this dog game by 
Nina Ottosson! The Dog Smart works to fight 
boredom by keeping your dog busy, and 
helps reduce destructive behaviours. Easy to 
use and clean, this dog game is sure to be a 
new favourite!

DOG SMART - COMPOSITE

Get ready to hide, seek and treat with this 
Nina Ottosson dog puzzle. The Dog Smart 
works with your dog to beat boredom and 
keeps them busy, reducing destructive be-
haviours. Fun for all dogs regardless of age, 
size or breed, the Dog Smart is sure to be 
your furry friend’s new favourite!

LEVEL 1
Perfect for pets to gain interest and 

prepare for puzzles to come

Treats Come Out Here

Dog paw & nuzzle 
cups to find hidden 
treats underneath!

Fill With Treats

67326 67327

67331 67336

10.5cm 13cm

27 cm 23 cm
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LEVEL 2
Combine actions to retrieve treat 

rewards in different ways

LEVEL 3
Challenge your by requiring a series 

of steps to each reward

DOG CASINO

Level 3 Nina Ottosson treat dispensing games 
like this Dog Casino help to train and teach 
your dog through sequential steps, setting 
this dog game apart from more entry level 
dog games and intermediate dog puzzles.

DOG WORKER COMPOSITE

The ultimate exercise for learning and 
playtime, the Nina Ottosson Dog Worker can 
be filled with treats to exercise your dog’s 
mind, and strengthen the bond between you 
and your dog through interactive play. Watch 
your dog figure out how to be a puzzle 
master! 

DOG TWISTER

 The Dog Twister by Nina Ottosson is great 
for dogs that are looking for more challeng-
ing treat dispensing dog games and toys. 
The Dog Twister is more challenging than 
Level 1 and Level 2 Nina Ottosson games, but 
can be enjoyed by paws everywhere!

DOG PYRAMID SMALL

The Dog Pyramid by Nina Ottosson is a treat 
feeding dog toy that works to challenge, 
treat and train your dog through solo fun and 
learning.

DOG PYRAMID LARGE

This durable, interactive treat dispenser is 
wacky and unpredictable! There’s no telling 
which way this fun toy will go, but there is 
always a tasty treat guaranteed.

DOG TREAT MAZE

This treat dispensing dog puzzle releases 
treats from 2 entry points: one on each side 
of the saucer. Put treats or kibble in both 
sides of the top centre hole, and watch as 
your dog puts it in motion to release them.

DOG HIDE N’ SLIDE - COMPOSITE

The Dog Hide N’ Slide by Nina Ottosson 
provides lot of fun for your pup every time 
they play with it. Just hide dog treats or 
kibble in the compartments of this treat 
dispensing dog game and watch as your dog 
learns to release the hidden treats inside. 
 

DOG TORNADO

Complete with four layers of spinning fun, 
The Dog Tornado is sure to become your 
new go-to treat dispensing dog game. 
Help reduce destructive behaviour and 
eliminate boredom while strengthening the 
bond between you and your dog, through 
interactive play with the Dog Tornado.
    

DOG BRICK

Complete with 3 different treat feeding fea-
tures, the Nina Ottosson Dog Brick is made 
with easy to open-close flip compartments to 
hide treats in, and is equipped with separate, 
removable bone puzzle pieces that offer an 
even more interesting challenge to seeking 
and eating treats!

Treats Come 
Out Here

Treats Go In Here
Fill With Treats

Slides open to 
reveal hidden 

treat chambers

Place treats 
under cups to 
increase the 
challenge

Twist bones to 
lock drawers

Treats go in here

Twist flaps to 
reveal treats

67329 67328 67575

67338 67332 67333

67334

67337 67335

11 cm 16 cm 18 cm

33 x 33 cm 23.5 x 18 cm 31. 5 x 21 cm

31.5 x 26 cm

34.5 cm 26 cm
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TOUGH TOYS FOR TOUGH DOGS!

The range combines the strength of TPR in our unique rhino shaped mould, with sturdy braided rope and 
classic rubber to challenge your pet during play time. Designed to encourage your dog to constructively 

chew, offering a fun interactive way to play.
      

The concept behind our new Tough Tugger range was strength and durability. 
Inspired by the tough hide of a rhino, this range is designed to cater to the needs of medium and large 

sized dogs and provide them with a favourite toy for endless enjoyment.  

We have used braided rope throughout our extra tough range because of its  qualities as strong and 
extremely difficult to separate apart. This is due to the nature of the ropes tight braided design, it allows 

the pet to sink its teeth in and grab hold whilst consistently retaining shape. 

 

STRONGLONG-LASTING INTERACTIVE TOUGH

DESIGNED, DEVELOPED and TESTED IN THE UK 

CATEGORY
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RHINO TUGGER

LOOP RHINO

RUBBER SLEEVED ROPE

MEGA BONE

4 WAY TUGGER

BALL TUG

MULTI-DOG
FUN!

MULTI-DOG
FUN!

LOOP RHINO

Our Tough Tugger TPR loop rhino is designed 
to withstand even the most powerful chewers. 
TPR is a thermoplastic rubber made by 
combining plastic and rubber, TPR bonds the 
strongest properties of plastic and rubber 
to construct a highly durable and extremely 
strong structure. 

Our Rhino Tugger is a great choice for rough, 
heavy duty play between you and your dog, 
not only does interactive play encourage the 
bond between owner and pet, it also gives 
a fun outlet for energy- distracting against 
unwanted behaviour. TPR is a thermoplastic 
rubber made by combining plastic and 
rubber.

TPR is a thermoplastic rubber made by 
combining plastic and rubber, TPR bonds the 
strongest properties of plastic and rubber 
to construct a highly durable and extremely 
strong structure. The TPR sleeve’s superior 
strength protects the rope from extended 
chewing, making it stronger than the average 
dog rope toy. 

A great solution for any dog who loves the 
classic tug toy design but also loves to test 
their toys to the limit. The braided rope’s 
tight weave delivers added durability and 
strength, perfect for dogs who love to 
nibble.  

Designed for powerful jaws our Tough Tugger 
Ball Tug combines a specially developed 
reinforced rubber ball with tight rope knots 
where the tighter the pull the more secure 
the knots become and gives your dog 
something to really get their teeth into.  

RHINO TUGGER TPR SLEEVED ROPE

BALL TUGMEGA BONERUBBER SLEEVED ROPE

3TPR SLEEVED ROPE

Not only will our 4 Way Tugger keep your 
dog entertained, the thick braided rope 
also acts as a great way to clean teeth and 
massage your dogs gums keeping active 
mouths healthy. Based on the ‘Hunters Bend’ 
knot It’s tough method of construction also 
means that the more vigorous your dog pulls 
the knots are forced even tighter.  

4 WAY TUGGER

Aiding dental health through the 
encouragement of stimulated chewing. This 
rubber alternate to the TPR Sleeved Rope 
has been developed to withstand even the 
keenest of chewers, as a robust fun choice 
during playtime. Slightly smaller in size to 
its TPR counterparts this toy is best suited to 
smaller but just as powerful jaws. 

TT0150 x 19.5 x 11cm Red - 48cm  x 11cm x 11cm Red - 48cm x 5cm x 5cm

TT1162cm x 61 x 10cm TT04 8.5cm x 7.5cm x 50cm TT09 5.5cm x 9cm x 44cm

TT038.5cm x 68cm x 72cm

TT05 TT07

Black - 48cm  x 11cm x 11cm TT10 Black - 48cm  x 11cm x 11cm TT08

CATEGORY
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The MOP range hosts a variety of fun 
cross category products including both 
plastic and ceramic feeding sets, toys, 
apparel and beds for pets of all breeds 
and sizes. Brought together by a host 
of comical characters the MOP is an 
enchanting and enjoyable range of pet 
products to satisfy all of their needs.

new

ministryof.petministryof.pet

CATEGORY CATEGORY
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Poochas 
Gracias!

Inner Rope 
Skeleton

CARLOS THE CACTUS

Carlos the Cactus has an inner rope 
skeleton to make her the perfect toy for 
dogs that love to chew. Containing an 
inner squeak the internal cross structure is 
guaranteed to stimulate your pets natural 
play instinct. The outer fabric is not only 
extremely durable but cleans teeth and 
soothes your dogs gums. 

MOP29

FELICITY THE FLAMINGO

Felicity the Flamingo has an inner 
knotted rope skeleton for extra strength 
for strong jaws during play. The head 
contains an inner squeak for added fun 
stimulating your dogs natural playful 
instinct.

Flamin-Go 
Fetch!

PENNY THE PINEAPPLE

Penny the Pineapple has an inner rope 
skeleton to make her the perfect toy for 
dogs that love to chew. Containing an 
inner squeak the internal cross structure 
is guaranteed to stimulate your pet’s nat-
ural play instinct. The outer fabric is not 
only extremely durable but cleans teeth 
and soothes your dogs gums.

YAN THE YETI

Yan the Yeti’s arms are super strong with 
an inner rope skeleton he makes a great 
toy for dogs that love to tug. His head 
contains an inner squeak to further excite 
your pet. The two-layered outer mesh 
fabric is not only extremely durable 
but cleans teeth and soothes your dogs 
gums.

Tropic Like It’s hot

Are you 
yeti for some 

fun!
Inner Rope 

Skeleton

26.5 x 16 x4cm

MOP3028 x 4 x 4cm

MOP3116 x 12.5 x 21cm

MOP326 x 25 x 35cm

Inner Rope 
Skeleton

CATEGORY CATEGORY
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Snailed It!

I’m feeling a 
little deflated

NANCY THE NARWHAL

Nancy the Narwhal’s outer fabric is a 
durable mesh that cleans teeth and 
soothes your dogs gums. The knotted 
rope horn adds even more fun perfect 
for interactive play with your pet, which 
helps to strengthen the bond between 
pet and owner.

Narwhal-whal, 
what do we have 

here?

Inner Rope 
Skeleton

SYDNEY THE SHARK

Sidney the Shark’s outer fabric is a 
durable mesh that cleans teeth and 
soothes your dogs gums. The inner 
squeak inside makes this toy perfect 
for interactive play with your pet, which 
helps to strengthen the bond between 
pet and owner.

I was being 
sharkastic

SALLY THE SNAIL 2 IN 1

Sally the Snail is a fun plush toy with a 
removable inner ball for extra fun. The 
inner ball is composed of a strong TPR 
with an inner squeaker. The balls spikes 
massage gums whilst the strong two-lay-
ered mesh fabric cleans teeth.

MOP3420 x 16 x 8cm

PABLO THE PUFFERFISH 2 IN  1

Pablo the Pufferfish is a fun plush toy with 
a removable inner ball for extra fun. The 
inner ball is composed of a strong TPR 
with an inner squeaker. The balls spikes 
massage gums whilst the strong two-lay-
ered mesh fabric cleans teeth.

MOP3324 x 8 x 33cm

MOP2828 x 12 x 4cm

MOP2720 x 16 x 16cm

CATEGORY CATEGORY
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KEVIN THE KIWI

Protected with a TPR ball our Kevin the 
Kiwi is a fun addition to any dogs toy 
box. Whilst the spiked TPR ball massages 
gums and adds strength the strong mesh 
fabric cleans teeth. Kevin has a hidden 
squeaky inner to further excite your dog 
during playtime.

BERTIE THE BAT

Protected with a TPR ball our Bertie the 
Bat with inner squeak is a fun addition to 
any dogs toy box. Whilst the spiked TPR 
ball massages gums and adds strength 
the strong mesh fabric cleans teeth. The 
wings have a crinkle inner for added 
sensory stimulation during play.

I Can’t fly, I 
don’t know 

why!

They said 
BAT not 

CAT!!!

NORMAN THE NARWHAL

Norman the Narwhal is a refillable catnip toy for your cat. Simply add a 
small amount of catnip inside the velcro close to ignite your cats natural 
senses. Once the catnips scent begins to fade just empty and refill the plush 
outer to keep the excitement coming. Each plush toy comes with one tube of 
high quality catnip.

SAM THE SNAIL

Sam the Snail is a refillable catnip toy for your cat. Simply add a small 
amount of catnip inside the velcro close to ignite your cats natural senses. 
Once the catnips scent begins to fade just empty and refill the plush outer 
to keep the excitement coming. Each plush toy comes with one tube of high 
quality catnip.

KONNIE THE KIWI

Konnie the Kiwi is a refillable catnip toy 
for your cat. Simply add a small amount of 
catnip inside the Velcro close to ignite your 
cats natural senses. Once the catnips scent 
begins to fade just empty and refill the plush 
outer to keep the excitement coming. Each 
plush toy comes with one tube of high quality 
catnip.

CATNIP MUSTACHE TOY

A fun novelty toy for your cat our MOP 
Moustache Catnip toys are a great gift 
for any feline. The catnip inside will drive 
your cat wild and encourages their natural 
instincts to hunt and play.

Refill-
able

MOP4514 x 9 x 13cm

MOP4422 x 9 x 12cm

MOP1610 x 4 x 2cm

MOP178 x 4 x 10cm

MOP4810 x 4 x 2cm

MOP222 Pack - 12 x 3 x 4cm

I Can’t fly, I 
don’t know 

why!

Refill-
able
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SEBASTIAN THE SHARK

Igniting your cat’s natural instinct to hunt 
with his catnip inner, Sebastian the Shark is a 
fun teaser toy for your cat. Sebastian’s mesh 
fabric outer is not only super durable but is 
also designed to clean teeth while your cat 
chews and plays, keeping teeth cleaner and 
gums healthier.

FRANKIE THE FLAMINGO

Frankie the Flamingo is a fun cat teaser 
for cats that love to chase, she also has an 
inner bell to further excite your cat’s natural 
hunting instinct. Interactive play is perfect 
for deterring unwanted bad behaviour and 
strengthening bond between owner and pet.

BEATRICE THE BAT

Igniting your cats senses with crinkle wings, 
Beatrice the Bat is a fun teaser toy for your 
cat. Beatrice’s mesh fabric outer is not 
only super durable but is also designed to 
clean teeth while your cat chews and plays, 
keeping teeth cleaner and gums healthier.

MOP SWEATSHIRT

For the pooches that have more wag in their 
walk, our MOP sweatshirt is the perfect fash-
ion solution. The bold slogan is printed on a 
breathe easy sweatshirt material. Available in 
two sizes - XS/S & M/L.

PINEAPPLE HAT

A fun novelty dress up item for your pet our 
pineapple hat is the perfect accessory for 
small to medium dogs and cats. The fabric 
strap is Velcro adjusted.

DINO THE MONSTER

Let your dog terrorise the neighbourhood with 
this fun dress up. A great gift for a pet lover, 
this costume is guaranteed laughs at the next 
family party, our dress up has been designed 
to be easily and comfortably worn by your pet 
without causing them any distress.

BEARDY SQUEAKY VINYL TOY

Our vinyl beard toy is a great novelty gift for 
dogs and dog owners alike. The high quality 
vinyl ensures this toy is strong enough for a 
variety of breeds whilst the inner squeak is 
sure to capture all dogs attention.

FUN  Dress up!
M/L - 45.5 x 23.5cm MOP53

MOP12XS/S - 32 x 17.5cm

MOP1830 x 6.5 x 3cm

MOP1930 x 3 x 2cm

MOP5230 x 8 x 4cm

MOP359 x 8 x 9cm

MOP1345 x 15cm
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SANDSTONE JARS

Complete with attached polished bone and fish charm our 
sandstone effect dog and cat treat jar is the perfect place to store 
your pets favourite treats, keeping them fresh and delicious.

SANDSTONE FEEDING BOWLS

Our stylish ceramic bowl is perfect for dogs and cats of all sizes 
and can be used for food and water. We recommend to best 
preserve the sandstone finish, this is bowl is hand wash only.

FLAMINGO COLLAR

Our MOP printed fabric collars are soft and 
comfortable for easy wearing but remain 
durable to withstand busy lifestyle of your 
pet.

NARWHAL MELAMINE PET BOWL

Fun, printed melamine plastic pet bowl 
with non-slip rim. Our bright design 
adds a touch of whimsy to dinner time. 
Suitable for water or food this bowl is 
easy clean. 

FLAMINGO MELAMINE PET BOWL

Fun, printed melamine plastic pet bowl 
with non-slip rim. Our bright design 
adds a touch of whimsy to dinner time. 
Suitable for water or food this bowl is 
easy clean. 

CERAMIC FEEDING BOWL

Fun ceramic bowl design with non-slip 
base for Cats, perfect for food and water. 
We recommend to best preserve the 
design this bowl is hand wash only.

Small (250ml) - 16 x 12.5 x 5cm

Large (480ml) - 19.5 x 15.5 x 6.5cm

MOP40

MOP41

Small (250ml) - 6.1 x 2.2

Large (480ml) - 13.5 x 13.5 x 4cm

MOP36

MOP37

Cat - 12 x 12 x 4.5cm

Dog - 15 x 15 x 6cm

MOP01

MOP02
Cat (23 - 35cm) MOP24

MOP23Dog (28 -45cm)

TRIBAL FEEDING MATPRINTED FEEDING MAT

Protect your floor from any accidental spills during dinner time with our easy clean feeding mat.

MOP43 MOP42

45 x 30 x 0.25cm

Cat -  18 x 10.5 x 4.5cm

Dog - 20.8 x 13.5 x 5.4cm

MOP03

MOP04

Cat -  10.9 x 16.5cm

Dog -  18 x 18 x 16.5cm

MOP06

MOP05
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KYLIE THE KANGAROO BED

Kylie the kangaroo igloo bed is perfect for 
cats and smaller breed dogs. Our fun playful 
design is deeply padded for extra comfort 
for your furry friend. This inner cushion is 
reversible with a second colour option and is 
machine washable for ease of use. The bed 
also features a non slip base.

SHEILA THE SHARK BED

Sheila the shark igloo bed is perfect for cats 
and smaller breed dogs.  Our fun playful 
design is deeply padded for extra comfort 
for your furry friend. This inner cushion is 
reversible with a second colour option and is 
machine washable for ease of use. The bed 
also features a non slip base.

PRINTED MATTRESS BED

Perfect for dogs that love to lounge our mop mattress bed has 
a cosy shearling top with a fun printed outer wall design. Our 
mattress bed features a non-slip base and a removable outer 
cover whilst the base is padded for comfort. Our bed is fully 
machine washable at 30°.

PRINTED SOFA BED

BAT CAVE BED 

MOP51

M / L - 80 x 65 x 25cm MOP09

MOP08S / M - 75 x 55 x 25cm

M / L - 80 x 65 x 25cm MOP11

MOP10S / M - 70 x 52 x 8cm

49 x 39 x 25cm

MOP5060 x 40 x 42cm

MOP4960 x 40 x 42cm

Removable
lid

Fun pet 
pattern

Cosy 
shearling 

top

The perfect retreat for a quiet snooze our felt cave bed is a 
cosy, safe haven for your cat. It’s stylish outer design will allow 
the bed to fit seamlessly into any décor. The inner cushion is 
fully machine washable whilst the outer is easily wiped clean.

Help your pet relax after a long day of fetch with our cosy 
printed sofa bed. The bright pop out and fun print design 
inner cushion will add a splash of colour to any home. The bed 
features a non-slip base and removable inner cushion whilst 
the walls are deeply padded for extra comfort. Our bed is fully 
washable at 30°.

CATEGORY CATEGORY
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TEPEE BED

Every pet wants their own space, treat your pet to their own 
mini hideaway with out fun pet tepee. Easy to assemble an d 
lightweight, our tepee can be easily moved from room to room 
complete with non-slip bottom.

60 x 60 x 90cm

TEPEE CAT SCRATCHER

A classic loved by cats of all ages and sizes, our mop cat 
scratching post is made with a natural sisal to promote healthy 
claws and an excess energy outlet. Helps encourage a cats 
natural instinct to dull their claws whilst preventing damage to 
furniture and other household items.

MOP20MOP07 6 x 6 x 40cm

ALL PRODUCTS COME PACKAGED WITH THEMED 
DESIGNS TO REFLECT EACH INDIVIDUAL ITEM.

PACKAGING

CATEGORY CATEGORY
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Hurdle Jump Hoop Jump Agility Tunnel Slalom Poles

• Easy to assemble and 

use, as well as store in 

carry bag.

• Promotes healthy 

exercise.

• Can be used to increase 

stamina level.

HOOP JUMPER

10482C

HURDLE JUMP

10482B

5 SLALOM POLES

10482A

AGILITY TUNNEL

10482D100 x 3 x 3cm100 x 67 x 3cm100 x 67 x 3cm 47 x 47 x 300cm
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FSDU + 60 PRODUCTS

SQUEAKERS

Cat - 10.5 x 12.7 x 6cm

Mummy - 7 x 10.5 x 11cm

Monster - 6.5 x 11 x 10c

Pumpkin - 8.5 x 8.5 x 7cm

SQUEAKY HEADS

Vampire - 15 x 15cm

Frankenstein - 15 x 15cm

ZOMBIE DOG JUMPER

XS/S - 32 x 17.5cm 

M/L - 45.5 x 23.5cm

VAMPIRE CAT TEASER

PUMPKIN CATNIP TOY

30 x 9 x 4cm

30 x 9 x 4cm

squeakers squeaky heads

Zombie dog jumper cat toy and teaser

contains 
catnip

BARK AT THE MOON JUMPER

XS/S - 32 x 17.5cm 

M/L - 45.5 x 23.5cm

MR04A 

MR04B

FANGTASTIC JUMPER

XS/S - 32 x 17.5cm 

GIVE THE DOG A BONE JUMPER

M/L - 45.5 x 23.5cm

XS/S - 32 x 17.5cm

M/L - 45.5 x 23.5cm 

MR01A 

MR01B

MR02A 

MR02B

Availabletopre-order

SEASONAL!
Pre-order 
by the end 
of April for 
September 

delivery

MRDISPLAY2018
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THE INTERACTIVE DOG TOY

NEW DOUBLE 
LOOP INTERBALL
FOR ADDED FUN AND 
MINI INTERBALL 
FOR SMALLER DOGS

Kick it, throw it, swim with it, it’s 
tough and fully interactive.

INTERBALL

Our best selling dog toy Interball, is a 
favourite with pet owners and in demand! 
To create a wow in your store, order one 
of our Interball video display stands which 
showcases lots of dogs interacting with this 
amazing toy! 

• Video demonstration
• Fully interactive
• Tug & train
• Floats on water
• Retrieval toy
• Tough, reinforced rubber

INTER3Interball - 17.5cm

Small with swing tag - 11cm INTER2S

Large with swing tag - 17.5cm INTER3S

INTERBALL DOUBLE LOOP

A great retrieval toy for training or tug-of-
war toy featuring two rope loops for easy 
handling.

INTER417.5cm x 40cm

Scan the barcode with 
your smartphone to 

view the video.

MONSTER TREAT RELEASE TOY

Treat release toys are a great way to amuse youthful and energetic 
pets whilst rewarding good behaviour without over-indulgence, 
especially for quick eaters. Our Monster’s irregular shape 
guarantees a high bounce to entertain any active dog; specifically 
designed to float on water, this toy is perfect for any dog that loves 
to swim. The toy also features a glow in the dark eye for added fun 
when playing in lower light. The soft exterior is gentle on teeth and 
gums whilst still remaining strong. Developed using our innovative 
Durafoam technology, the structure can withstand rigorous chewing 
ensuring safe play and longevity. 

Durafoam Tech
can withstand rigorous chewing with its 
long-lasting structure, ensuring toy life.

MT01Pink

9.5cm

MT02Green

MT03Blue

MT04Yellow

Watch the 
video
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COTTON ROPE TUG

COTTON KNOTTED ROPE CAPTAIN 
BONE

TP05

COTTON KNOTTED ROPE CANNON BALL

TP06

COTTON KNOTTED ROPE SAILOR KNOT

TP07

COTTON KNOTTED ROPE ANCHOR 
CHAIN

TP08

TUG THROW PLAY

Durable cotton rope toy ideal for 
outdoor and indoor play. Our cotton 
rope helps to floss and clean teeth 
whilst massaging sore gums.

Perfect for dogs of all sizes.

Available in 3 colours.

S - 6 x 23 x 6cm 

M - 6 x 28 x 6cm 

L - 7 x 50 x 7cm 

XL - 8 x 84 x 8cm 

7 x 19 x 7cm

16 x 16 x 6cm

6.5cm

4 x 19 x 4cm

TP04

TP03

TP02

TP01

UNIVERSAL 
FITTING

EASY-GROOM GROOMING GLOVE

This easy to wear and use glove is ideal for keeping hands 
clean while grooming or massaging a dog. Dual purpose 
glove. Can also be used wet to massage shampoo into the 
coat or dry to give pets a good groom. Machine washable.

0010018 x 23 x 1cm

KNOTTY TEDDY BEAR

Knotties Teddies are made from 
100% high quality cotton ropes, 
closely knotted together to 
form durable yet an attractive 
rope toy. The texture of the toy 
encourage chewing and play.

KTB110

MINTY BALL ‘N’ BONE 

Spearmint flavoured ball and bone ideal for massaging 
gums and plaque control. It also freshens breath and 
cleans teeth.

DT712

RUBBER TOY FOR DOGS
Minty

Fresh Breath Dental CareFun Toy

Small - 11 x 5 x 5cm

WOW SUPER 8 TUG

The Wow Super 8 is a very durable tug. 
It is available in a variety of sizes and 
soft pastel colours.

DT604Regular - 12 x 30 x 8cm

Large - 19 x 44 x 12cm DT605

WOW TENNIS BALL TUG

A popular range of high quality cotton 
rope tugs available in an assorted pack 
of pastel colours. Extremely durable 
with sizes to suit most dogs needs.

TBTR.Regular - 11 x 44 x 7cm

Large - 12 x 53 x 10cm TBTL

Jumbo - 15 x 64 x 12cm TBTJ

TENNIS BALLS 12 PACK

Our variety of tennis balls are all 
ideal for outdoor use and are offered 
in attractive colours. Great to use as 
training aids.

TP16cm

5 x 13cm

CATEGORY
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PUPPY TRAINING PADS

Puppy pads make house training simple and easy, 
attracting dogs with a special scent. They are super 
absorbent, locking in both moisture and odour.

PTP1414 Pack

30 Pack PTP30 105 Pack PTP105

Locks in 
moisture & 

odour

Scented 
to attract 

pets

DOG PAW PRINTS CERAMIC DISH

This designer collection of ceramic bowls is dishwasher 
safe and benefits from a modern packaging design. Ideal 
for dogs, cats and small animals.

PPC36”

Antibacterial Orthopaedic

SNOOOZ COMFORT DONUT BED

• Stays plump for longer
• Prevent allergies
• Preventing muscle ailment
• Washable covers
• Protection against bacteria

SNOOOZE1XL - 30 x 100 x 80cm

TRANSLUCENT SUPPER BOWL

These translucent bowls are made from non toxic durable 
plastic. Matching scoops and litter trays available 
Dishwasher safe. Non-slip rubber feet.

SB1756” - 175ml

CORNER LITTER TRAY WITH RIM

CLT1BLACK

CORNER LITTER TRAY WITH HOOD 
+ FILTER 

CLT2BLACK56 x 38 x 40cm

OVAL BLACK LITTER TRAY WITH 
HOOD

• Made from high quality virgin 
plastic

• Hooded tray to reduce scattering
• Comes with filter to reduce odours

OLT2BK

CAT LITTER LINERS

Excellent quality liners are the perfect and 
necessary accompaniment to our Litter Trays. 
These liners are leak resistant, rip resistant and 
lock away odours. 

CL003M - 12 Pack

L - 8 Pack CL004

XL - 6 Pack CL005

CAT LITTER
TRAY LINERS

Scented 

Leak Resistant 

Locks Away Odours 

Tear Resistant 

Drawstring 

58 x 38 x 14cm

56 x 43 x 40cm

• This modern design litter tray is a 
triangular shape allowing the tray to 
fit neatly in a corner. 

• Tray has rim to reduce scattering

• This modern design litter tray is a 
triangular shape allowing the tray to 
fit neatly in a corner. 

• Made from high quality virgin 
plastic

PUPPY TRAINING PADS

These disposable puppy pads make house-training simple 
and easy. To encourage use, they feature a special scent 
to attract your canine friend. They are super absorbent, 
locking in both moisture and odour.

Scented To 
Attract

Your Pet

Super absorbent 
locking in 
moisture

Locks Away 
Odours
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GOLDFISH CATNIP TOY SET

Cats will love these fishy polyester 
catnip toys with interactive feathers 
and internal crinkle to stimulate their 
playful instincts. The sardines come 
supplied as a pack of 3, whilst the 
goldfish come supplied as a pack of 2.

T0642

SARDINE CATNIP TOY SET

T0649

CRINKLE 
INSIDE

THREE BRIGHT MICE

These bright and colourful mice are a fun, 
lightweight toy filled with cat nip for cats to 
chew, claw and paw.

10053

PLAY & FILL REFILLABLE CAT TOY

The play and fill range of cat toys are 
designed so that they can be filled with cat 
nip using the attached refill. This allows the 
toys to be reused endlessly as refills are also 
available.

PF1

PLAY & FILL REFILLABLE CATNIP TUBES

PF2 9 x 3 x 4cm

6 x 2 x 10 cm

10 x 2cm

5 x 3cm

COLOURS RETRO FEEDING BOWL

Pets can eat in-style with these 
funky lightweight plastic feeding 
bowls. Available in 3 bright colours 
with rubber feet to stop bowls 
sliding or any spillage during 
feeding.

1060001120ml - 13.5 x 3.5cm

320 ml - 14 x 5.5cm 1060002

750ml - 19 x 7.5cm 1060003

1250ml - 22.5 x 8.5cm 1060004

2200ml - 27 x 10cm 1060005

COLOURS RETRO DOUBLE 
FEEDING BOWL

1060006350ml - 24 x 15.5 x 5.5cm

COLOURS RETRO AUTO FOOD 
STATION

10600081.5L - 23.5 x 21.5cm

DISHWASHER 
SAFE

IDEAL FOR 
DRY AND 

WET FOOD

CHOCO BAR 24 PCS DISPLAY BOX

Choco-Holic Bars available in a counter 
display pack of 24. Ideal as a complementary 
treat for dogs and can be used as a reward 
during training. The chocolate is Vitamin-
fortified and specially formulated with 
reduced sugar content to suit a dogs needs.

4000215 x 6.7 x 0.7cm (Display box of 24)

CHOCO COTTON BONE

Treat dogs with this ‘Choco Cotton Bone.’ A 
100% cotton rope tug toy with a delicious 
flavour that will encourage chewing, pulling 
and tugging - all the while cleaning teeth and 
massaging gums.

CCBSS - 5 x 19 x 5cm

M - 6.5 x 15.5 x 24cm CCBM

L - 7.5 x 28 x 7.5cm CCBL

S
A F E  C H

O
C

F

O
R  D O G

S

A lip-licking treat
for dogs
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SMALL ANIMAL CARRIER

Made from safe, non-toxic, virgin plastic. Suitable for most small animals.

MC1

MINI ROLL-A-ROUND

These Roll-a-Round balls come in a number 
of sizes making them ideal for a variety of 
small animals. Come in a variety of colours.

PX3

SMALL ANIMAL FINGER GROOMER

This small finger groomer is on a novelty key 
ring ideal for owners to groom their pets. 
Sold in an assortment of colours.

FG1

VARIOUS 
COLOURS

“It’s so gentle they just think 
I’m stroking them! ” - Happy 

hamster owner

Keeping pets fit & healthy

35 x 25 x 25 cm

12cm

3.5 x 9 x 2.5cm

Market Research
Before every range our development team present their detailed trend forecasts; this market research 
includes detailed reviews of competitors, analysis of past sales data, an extensive breakdown of the 
innovation and trends within the home wear and children’s industries, as well as, identifying gaps within the 
current market. These reports are then further broken down, to tailor to specific customer necessities and 
requests; in order to identify the most lucrative growth opportunities and lessen risks.

3D software and printer
Through the use of our in-house 3D software and printer, we can innovate and push the 
experimentation of design before the commitment of costly mould fees. This service is key to 
quickening the design process and easily resolving any construction constraints.

Creating & Developing
Our design team work with the customer to create or develop and best promote their own 
pet label identity through the packaging, branding and CDU/shelf displays. Along with this we 
can also provide cut out and stylised location shoot photography, to best promote the range 
through e-commerce.

Idea Generation & Innovative Product Design
On receiving a customer brief the team works to provide a comprehensive product proposal, aiming to 
encompass the customer’s brand identity and aesthetic, as well as, a unique product offering with innovation 
opposed to an ‘off-the-shelf’ alternative. This can be though distinctive packaging or merchandising solutions, 
fun novelty products or stylish contemporary designs. Trained with specific product category and material 
knowledge the development team, then bring to life the on-screen designs to create a quality product ready 
for final sign-off.

Product Management
The product and technical team ensure every product we produce is optimised to enhance the relationship 
between owner & pet; whether through play, training aids or safety. Maintaining close working relationships 
with our partnered factories we ensure full audit technical & ethical compliance and product test certifications. 
Our UK & China based teams then further work to support the factories during shipping, to guarantee full 
conformity to customer shipping specifications and final gold seal approval.

At Pet brands we pride ourselves on our capacity and ability to design, 
develop, manufacture and distribute our own products. This allows our team 

to deliver a uniquely inclusive service, to the UK and global market.

Whilst our Pet brand’s own brand team focuses on developing the latest 
material technologies to innovate and drive the pet product market further, 
holding exclusive brand licenses and product patents, our private label team 

aim to channel the companies’ ingenuity into creating bespoke ranges to 
compliment the customer’s established brand and consumer base.

D E S I G N  &
D E V E L O P M E N T
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We are excited to invite you to 
the NEW and IMPROVED website!

www.petbrands.com

Online ordering is made easy with Pet Brands

Explore our new ranges with easy navigation around the site.

Use the quick search option when you’re looking for a specific product.

See live stock levels and prices when you are browsing products.

Full access to your account to view and pay for your orders. 

Mobile friendly so you can order wherever you are.

So What’s So Good?

• Product image you can download and use.

• Full product descriptions outlining the

features and benefits ready for you to use  

• More images and videos per product.

• Product sizes are now displayed online.

• Quick and easy stock lookups

/petbrands /petbrands @petbrandsuk

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

Definitions

1. Pet Brands – Pet Brands Limited, Paramount House, Gelderd Road, Birstall, WF17 9QD

2. Purchaser – The individual or company representative who initiates and confirms the order for the purchase of Pet Brands 
goods.

3. Goods – The Pet Brands products as identified in the purchase order. 

4. Order or Purchase Order – An offer made by the purchaser to buy specific goods from Pet Brands. Orders can be submitted 
using an official Pet Brands order form, via email, or using the purchaser’s own order form. Submission of an order constitutes 
acceptance of these terms and conditions of sale.

5. Prices – The agreed amount payable to Pet Brands in exchange for the goods as set out in the invoice. 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. Pet Brands reserves the right to adjust prices without prior notification. Prices are valid according to our latest published price 
list. 

2. Unless written terms with Pet Brands have been agreed, all orders are to be processed on a ‘Pro-Forma’ basis. Orders will not 
be processed until advance payment has been received and funds have been cleared. Cheques, BACS payment and credit/debit 
card are accepted as suitable forms of advance payment. Subsequent orders shall revert to the nett 14 days terms, subject to 
satisfactory credit control approval.  

3. All charges incurred during any billing period must be paid in full, including, without exception, any VAT or related charges. An 
administration fee will be charged in the instance a payment is rejected, in addition to an interest on the original purchase sum 
due. Interest is charged at a rate of 8% per annum above the base rate from Barclays PLC. and is applicable from the agreed 
date of payment until the date of actual payment. Such interest will accrue from day to day and will be compounded annually. In 
certain circumstances failure to pay may be disclosed to a credit reference or debt collection agency. The registered member, its 
company and company directors are all jointly and severally liable for any Pet Brands charges that are accrued and any charges 
resulting from the chosen payment method. Pet Brands may debit any credit or debit card registered against any of your accounts 
for any amount outstanding to us for each account. Until all such accounts are paid in full, credit/debit card authority remains in 
place. 

4. All products are sold subject to availability and are not offered on a sale or return basis unless explicitly specified. 

5. Any claims for damaged or incorrect deliveries must be made within 24 hours from receipt of goods. 

6. Pet Brands retains ownership of any goods supplied until full payment for these goods has been received. Until such payment, 
the purchaser shall hold the goods in a fiduciary capacity for Pet Brands. In the event of any non-payment by the purchaser by a 
settlement date, Pet Brands is entitled to enter any premises where goods may be and recover possession of them, in addition to 
all other rights. All risk of damage, loss or destruction of goods passes to the purchaser upon delivery at the agreed destination. 

7. All goods purchased from Pet Brands for resale may only be sold in the condition as sold or advised by Pet Brands. All labels, 
wiring and packaging must remain intact and as provided by Pet Brands and must not be tapered with, altered or removed in any 
way. 

8. All contracts of sale are on an all monies retention of title basis. In the instance of any non-payment by an account, specifically 
if any invoice (or portion thereof) remains unpaid, all goods remain collectable. The identification of specific goods to a specific 
invoice is therefore unnecessary. 

9. Any condition of contract imposed by the purchaser shall form no part of the contract between the purchaser and Pet Brands 
unless specifically agreed to by both parties. 

10. Pet Brands maintains a policy of product upgrade and improvement through continuous development and research. As such, 
Pet Brands reserves the right to change product specifications at any time without prior notification. 

11. Orders under £300 will incur a minimum £10 postage fee. For orders meeting the minimum order value of £300 or higher at 
trade value, carriage is payable by Pet Brands. 

12. Special orders for products available from manufacturers we represent will only be carried out if the minimum order value of 
£300 at trade value is met. 

13. ‘Add to’ orders or amendments can only be placed within 24 hours of the original order. If received outside of this 24 hour 
window it will be treated as a separate order and will be subject to the minimum order requirement of £300. 

14. Delivery will be attempted on the specific date listed on the purchase order but is not guaranteed. If a specific date cannot be 
met then another suitable date will be agreed by both parties. 

15. Standard delivery time is three working days after receipt of order. Every attempt will be made to adhere to this standard, 
however fulfilment is subject to supply stability and as such cannot be guaranteed. 

We are excited to invite you to 
the NEW and IMPROVED website!

www.petbrands.com

Online ordering is made easy with Pet Brands

/petbrands /petbrands @petbrandsuk

Explore our new ranges with easy navigation around the site.

Use the quick search option when you’re looking for a 
specific product.

See live stock levels and prices when you are browsing 
products.

Full access to your account to view and pay for your orders. 

Mobile friendly so you can order wherever you are.

So what’s so good?

 Product image you can download and use.

Full product descriptions outlining the

features and benefits ready for you to use  

More images and videos per product.

Product sizes are now displayed online.

Quick and easy stock lookups

Click to 
view our 

Christmas 
Range!
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https://www.facebook.com/petbrands/
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COLLECTIONS, DAMAGES AND RETURNS

COLLECTIONS
If the purchaser should wish to collect their goods directly as an alternative to delivery, they must inform Pet Brands at the time of 
placing the order. This must include the specific details of who will be collecting the order, the date they propose to collect, and an 
estimated collection time. All order collections must meet a minimum order value of £200, excluding VAT. 

DAMAGES
All damages must be reported to our Customer Service Team within 24 hours of receipt of the order. Please note you should not 
sign for any goods that are damaged upon arrival. Once the damaged goods have been received back into our warehouse or 
disposed of, a detailed specification must be send to our accounts team so the appropriate credit or replacement can be issued. 

RETURNS
In the event the purchaser is dissatisfied with any items included in the order, the Sales team should be notified via telephone at 
08714 722 324 in order to arrange a suitable solution. Any costs incurred will be communicated at the time of booking the return. 

PRICING POLICY

PRICES
All goods are billed (excluding VAT) at the prices applicable at the time of dispatch. If the purchaser feels they have been billed 
incorrectly, the Accounts department should be contacted via telephone on 08714 722 324. 

DISCOUNT BANDS
We currently operate a specific discount banding system based on average spend per calendar year. More information on your 
specific pricing band can be found by contacting the Customer Service team via telephone on 08714 722 324

PAYMENT

BACS
Sort Code: 40-25-10
Account Number: 64118715

Payments are usually cleared within 2 business days. 

BENEFICIARY DETAILS
Pet Brands Limited
Paramount House
Gelderd Road
Birstall
WF17 9QD 

BANK NAME
HSBC Bank PLC
33 Park Row
Leeds
West Yorkshire 
LS1 1LD

CHEQUE
Cheques should be made payable to Paramount Retail Group Limited. Cheques should be sent to the beneficiary address detailed 
above marked FAO: Accounts Department. 

CREDIT CARDS
Pet Brands accepts all major credit and debit cards. The purchaser should contact the Accounts department via telephone on 
08714 722 324 to arrange payment of an order. 

CREDIT ACCOUNT
Credit accounts can be established following a successful credit check and in line with the Pet Brands terms of business. 

ORDERING OPTIONS

Pet Brands currently has four seamless ordering options to ensure your order is processed and delivered within three days. 

BY PHONE – 08714 722 324
Our customer service team is available between 8am and 5pm, Monday to Friday, to process your order and provide you with up-
to-date information on any special offers or stock discrepancies. 

BY FAX – 01924 455 977
Please ensure that orders sent by fax include our relevant stock codes and the requested delivery address. 

EMAIL – sales@petbrands.com
The Customer Service team is contactable at the above address to process orders and, if requested, acknowledge receipt of 
orders and advise an estimated delivery date. 

EDI - Pet Brands also has EDI capabilities to increase the ease of orders, deliveries and payments for larger clients. Please contact 
the Customer Service team via telephone at 08714 722 324 for more information

SERVICE YOU CAN TRUST

DEDICATION
The dedicated Pet Brands Customer Service team is always on hand to assist with any queries, orders or problem-solving. 
Committed to providing a personal and pleasant service to every client, the team is fully equipped to assist with your business 
requirements on a day-to-day basis. Please do not hesitate to ask – that’s what we’re here for. 

TRUST
Providing super-speedy stock turnarounds at a low-price and high-quality, with Pet Brands you can trust you won’t receive a 
better service elsewhere. The hard-work of our staff members ensures you can trust Pet Brands to provide you with the best 
products at the best price.  

EXPERIENCE
Experience certainly speaks louder than words – all of our staff have the extensive background knowledge to provide you with the 
best service and help you get to know our products. Our experience in the pet business ensures we are always leading the way 
with our development of innovative and inventive products. 

KNOWLEDGE
All of our staff are trained to the highest quality with readily communicative knowledge on our entire product range. From our 
Customer Service team to our Product Development team, our staff are dedicated to going the extra mile to provide you with all 
the up-to-date, comprehensive information you require about our products and new development ranges. In the unlikely instance 
you have a question that can’t be immediately answered, our team is committed to procuring the answers you need at the earliest 
possible convenience. 

COMMITMENT 
Here a Pet Brands we are 100% committed to providing our clients with a fast, reliable service which gets you the products you 
need at a price you want. Working closely together to ensure all orders are processed efficiently with first class customer service, 
the entire Pet Brands team is dedicated to maintaining the invaluable and dynamic relationships we have with our customers and 
providing you with the best experience every time.  
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